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Analysis of Stakeholder Networks in Interviews 
 
To conduct the stakeholder network analysis of the people and organizations that the interviewees 
named, the following steps were performed. 
 
Data Preparation 
1. The Research Assistant went through the six interviews and created two MultiNet formatted 

node and link spreadsheets based on the following paper published in Field Methods: 
McKether, W. L., J. C. Gluesing, and K. Riopelle 

2009 From Interviews to Social Network Analysis: An Approach for Revealing Social 
Networks Embedded in Narrative Data. Field Methods 21(2):154-180. 

• A node file consists of a unique ID for each person/organization and their affiliation.  
• A link file is a listing of the links “from” a person/organization “to” a person/organization 

and the affiliation of each.  In this case the interviewee in the PD document is the “from” id. 
• The file names for analysis in Condor are:  EAGER_Actors_v5.csv and 

EAGER_Links_v5.csv 
• The file names for analysis in MultiNet are:  NOD_EAGER_interviews.csv and 

LIN_EAGER_interviews.csv 
Note:  The RA read through the interviews to construct the spreadsheets but did not actually 
code the data in Atlas.ti as specified in the article.  The coding was skipped in the interest of 
time. 
 
2. The header information was edited to fit the format that Condor requires: 
• ID1 was renamed to Source ID and ID2 was renamed to Target ID.   
• A time stamp was inserted for both nodes and links.   
• The Begin Data MultiNet header was deleted. 
• A summary column was added to the node file – Affiliation Count – to provide a count of 

the number of affiliations each node named in the interview.  A similar column was added 
to the Links file. 

 
Condor Analysis 
1. Read in the actor and link files and used the Process Data function to annotate the resulting 

network for betweenness centrality, degree centrality, and density and then visualized it.   
2. Because there is no content associated with these files, only structural measures can be 

calculated. 
 
MultiNet Analysis 
1. Read in the node and link files and noted that the error checking in MultiNet revealed that 

there were a few nodes that did not have corresponding links in the link file.  Just noted this 
fact, but did not need to do anything about it.  It is simply an alert. 

2. Since there can be more than one link “from”/”to” between the same two nodes, MultiNet can 
summarize the number of times this occurs and calculate it as a measure of link strength. 

3. Calculated the census triad for the network.  Census triads are an indication of the reciprocal 
communication in the network.  A 300 triad is a fully reciprocal network among three nodes.   
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4. Pruned the network for all nodes that had a link strength of less than 15, to be able to see the 
core network. 

5. Saved the resulting network as a MultiNet system file. 
 


